Abshnct-We extend high-rate quantization theory to distributed source coding for the case in which the rate is the conditional entropy of the quantization index given the side information. This theory is applied to orthonormal block transforms for distributed source coding. A formula for the optimal rate allocation and an approximation to the optimal transform are derived. We implement a transform-domain W'yner-Ziv video coder that encodes frames independently hut decodes them conditionally. Experimental results show a rate-distortion improvement with respect to the pixeldomain coder by using the discrete cosine transform.
INTRODUCTION
Rate-distortion theoly for distributed source coding [I] - [3] suggests that the eficiency of coding systems in which both encoder and decoder have access to some side information is close to the case in which the side information isonly available to the decoder. One of the many applications of this principle is reducing the complexity of video encoders by eliminating motion compensation, and decoding using past frames as side information, while keeping the efliciency close to that of motion-compensated encoding [4] [5] . To make such systems practical, it seems crucial to extend the building blocks of traditional source coding, such as lossless coding, quantization and transform coding, to distributed source coding.
Distributed lossless coding schemes that perform close to the Slepian-Wolf bound [I] have been proposed (e.g., [6] ).
As for quantization for distributed source coding, optimal design of quantizers has been analyzed [7] and extended to ideal Slepian-Wolf coding [SI. However, the high-resolution theory of quantization (e. g., [9]) has not yet been extended to the distributed case. In [IO] , the Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) for distributed source coding is investigated, but it is assumed that the covariance matrix of the source vector given the side information does not depend on the values of the side information, and the study is not in the context of a practical coding scheme with quantizers for distributed source coding.
In this paper, we study high-rate quantizers and linear transform coding with side information at the decoder, assuming that a lossless coding system is available with efficiency close to an ideal Slepian-Wolf coder.
Section II contains the theoretical results for high-rate quantization, and Section 111, for transforms of the source data and the side information. Experimental results of a video compression scheme using transforms for distributed coding are shown in Section IV.
Throughout the paper, we follow the convention of using uppercase letters for random vectors, and lowercase letters
for particular values they take on. Bold letters are used to emphasize that a variable is a vector or a matrix. 
II. HIGH-RATE QUANTIZATION FOR DISTRIBUTED SOURCE CODING
We study the properties of high-rate quantizers for the distributed source coding setting in Fig. 1 . The source data to Mean-squared error is used as a distortion measure,-thus
The formulation in this work assumes that the coding of the index Q with side information Y is carried out by an ideal Slepian-Wolf coder. The expected rate per sample is defined accordingly as R = H(Q1Y) .[SI. We emphasize that the quantizer only has access to the source data, not to the side information. However, the joint statistics of X and Y are assumed to be known, and exploited in the design of q(r) and i ( q , y ) . We consider the problem of characterizing the quantization and reconstruction functions that minimize the expected Lagrangian cost 9 = D+X R, with X a nonnegative real number, for high rate R. [IS] . Theorem I : Let Al, be the minimum normalized moment of inertia of the convex polytopes tessellating R" (e.g., A f l = 1/12), Suppose that for each value y in the support set of Y, the statistics of X given Y = y are such that the differential entropy h ( X / Y = y) is defined and finite. Suppose further that for each y, there exists an asymptotically optimal entropyconstrained lattice quantizer of x, q(x1y). with rate Rxly(y) and distortion 'Dxly(y). 
D e AI, 2ah(xlr) 2-,", (6) Proof The proof uses the quantization setting in Fig. 2 , which we shall refer to as conditional quantizer, along with an argument of optimal rate allocation for the family of quantizers q(z1y). In this case, the side information Y is available to Y equivalently, at Rxly(y) such that X rr 21n2Dxly(y). Suppose that X is small enough for Rxly(y) to be large and the approximations (I)-(3) to hold, for each y. Then, all quantizers q(xly) introduce the same distortion (proportional to A) and consequently have a common cell volume V(y) rz V. This, together with the fact that E y [ h ( X I Y = Y)] = h(XIY), implies (4)-(6). Provided that a translation of the partition defined by q(xly) affects neither the distortion nor the rate, all lattice quantizers q(x1y) can be set to be (approximately) the same, which we denote by q(x). Since none of the quantizers q(z1y) maps two cells into the same indices, neither does q(x). Now, since q(z) is asymptotically optimal for the conditional quantizer and does not depend on y, it is also Equation (6) means that, asymptotically, there is no loss in performance by not having access to the side information in the quantization.
Corollary 2:
Under the hypotheses of Theorem I , asymptotically, there is an quantizer that leads to no loss in performance by ignoring the side information in the reconstruction.
PmoJ Since index repetition is not required, the distortion (4) would be asymptotically the same if the reconstruction w Corollary 3: Let X and Y be jointly Gaussian random vectors. Then, CxlY is constant with y, and for large R,
Proof Use h(X1Y) = $ log, ((2xe)" det C x l y ) , and w optimal for the distributed quantizer in Fig. 1 . The constant factor in the ratedistortion approximation (3) can be expressed as Afn 2th(Xly=u) = &ly(y) (detCxly(y))"n, The quantization index is assumed to be coded with an ideal Slepian-Wolf coder, abbreviated as SWC in Fig. 3 . The entire vector Y is used for Slepian-Wolf decodi,ng and reconstruction to obtain the transformed estimate X , which is inversely transformed to recover an estimate of the original source vector according to X = U X'.
The expected distortion in band
The rate required to code the quantization index Q: is Ri = H(Q:IY). Define" the total expected distortion per sample as Fig. 3, i. e.,
Define the expected conditional covariance gXly
-.
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Suppose further that the change of the shape of the PDF of 
3) An optimal choice of U is that diagonalizing Exly,
i. e., it is the KLT for the expected conditional covariance matrix.
4) The transform coding gain GT, which we define as the inverse of the relative decrease of distortion due to the transformation, satisfies
.. -minimization of the overall Lagrangian cost yields a common distortion condition, D; = 2) (proportional to A). Equation (7) is equivalent to
Di G [ E~.~~~( Y ) ] G [ u~I I~( Y ) ] Z -'~' .
Since where a notation analogous to that of X is used for X'.
orthogonal, it follows that
Finally, from Hadamard's inequality and the fact that U is
~E [ U $ :~~( Y ) ]
2 det %:x,!Y = det%:xIY.
Since U = 0 x 1~ implies that Zxcly = X X I Y , we conclude that the distortion is minimized precisely for that choice of U . The expression for the transform coding gain follows Corollary 5: If X and Y are jointly Gaussian, then it is only necessary to assume the high-rate approximation hypothesis of Theorem 4, in order for it to hold. Furthermore, if DVQ and RVQ denote the distortion and the rate when an optimal vector quantizer is used, then we have: Cx,ly(y) = U C N U , constant with y. Corollary 6: Suppose that for each y, CxlY(y) is Toeplitz with a square summable associated autocorrelation so that it is also asymptotically circulant as n + 03. In terms of the associated random process, this means that ( X i l { Y = y})( is wide-sense stationary for each y. Then, it is not necessary to assume that V~~[ U $ . ,~~( Y ) ] E 0 in Theorem 4 in order for it to hold, with the following modifications for U and Gr:
I ) The Discrete Cosine Transfonn (DCT) is an asymptoti-
2) The transform coding gain is given by
To complete the proof, apply Corollary 3.
T cally optimal choice for U .
Theorem 4, observing that the DCT matrix asymptotically
Observe that the coding performance of the cases considered in Corollaries 5 and 6 would be asymptotically the same if the transform U were allowed to be a function of y.
B. Transformation ofthe Side Iiiforniation
A very convenient simplification in the setting of Y is assumed to be a random vector of finite dimension p . It is not required for V to define an injective transformation, since no inversion is needed. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In [5], we apply lossy distributed coding to build a lowcomplexity, asymmetric video compression scheme where individual frames are encoded independently (inrrafiante encoding) but decoded conditionally (inteflrame decoding). In the proposed scheme we encode the pixel values of a frame independently from other frames. At the decoder, previously reconstructed frames are used as side information and WynerZiv decoding is performed by exploiting the temporal similarities between the current frame and the side information.
In the following experiments, we extend the outlined in [5] , to a transform domain Wyner-Ziv coder. The spatial transform enables the codec to exploit the statistical dependencies within a frame, thus achieving better rate-distortion performance.
For the simulations, the odd frames are designated as key frames which are encoded and decoded using a conventional intraframe codec. The even frames are Wyner-Ziv frames which are intraframe encoded but interframe decoded, adopting the simplified transform coding set-up described in Section 111-B.
For encoding a Wyner-Ziv frame X, we first apply a blockwise DCT to generate XI. Each transform coefficient .
band is then independently quantized using uniform scalar quantizers with similar step sizes across bands. Since we use fixed length codes for Slepian-Wolf coding it is not possible to have exactly the same step sizes. Rate-compatible punctured turbo codes are used for Slepian-Wolf coding each band. The parity bits produced by the turbo encoder are stored in a buffer which transmits a subset of these parity bits to the decoder upon request. At the decoder, we take previously reconstructed frames to generate side information Y which is used in decoding X.
In the first set-up (MC-I), we perform motion-compensated interpolation on the previous and next reconstructed key frames to generate Y. In the second scheme (MC-E), we produce Y through motion-compensated extrapolation using the two previous reconstructed frames (a key frame and a
Wyner-Ziv frame). The DCT is applied on Y generating the different side information coefficient bands q. A bank of turbo decoders reconstruct the quantized coefficient bands independently using the corresponding q' as side information.
Each coefficient band is then reconstructed as the best estimate given the reconstructed symbols and the side information. More details of the pmposed scheme and extended results can be found in [ 161.
The compression results for the first 100 frames of Mother and Daughter are shown in Fig. 4 . For the plots, we only include the rate and distortion of the luminance of the even frames. The even frame rate is 15 frames per second. We compare our results to (i) DCT-based intraframe coding (the even frames are encoded as 1 frames) and (ii) H.263+ interframe coding with an I-B-I-B predictive structure, counting only the rate and PSNR of the B frames. We also plot the compression results of the pixel-domain Wyner-Ziv codec. As it can he observed from the plots, when the side information is highly reliable, such as when MC-I is used, the transform-domain codec is only 0.5dB better than the pixeldomain Wyner-Ziv codec. With less reliable MC-E, using a transform before encoding results in a 2 to 2.5 dB improvement. Compared to conventional DCT-based intraframe coding the Wyner-Ziv transform codec is about IO to 12 dB (with MC-I) and 7 to 9dB (with MC-E) better. The gap from H.263+ interframe coding is 2 dB for MC-I and about 5 dB for MC-E. The proposed system allows low-complexity encoding while coming close to tbe compression efficiency of interframe video coders.
V. CONCLUSIONS If ideal Slepian-Wolf coders are used, lattice quantizers without index repetition are asymptotically optimal. It is known [3] that the rate loss in the Wyner-Ziv problem for smooth continuous sources and quadratic distortion vanishes as D --t 0. Our work shows that this is true also for the operational rate loss and for each finite dimension n.
The theoretical study of transforms shows that (under certain conditions) the KLT of the source vector is determined by its expected conditional covariance given the side information, which is approximated by the DCT for conditionally stationary processes. Experimental results confirm that the use of the DCT may lead to important performance improvements.
